
·         Protect Vulnerable People ·         Focus on prevention and early intervention 

·         Cut crime and anti-social behaviour ·         Improve victim care

The Community Safety Plan also links to the City of York Council Plan 2011-15 priorities of Build Stronger Communities and Protect Vulnerable 

People and to the Youth Justice Plan 2013-15

In determining our priorities for 2015-16, Safer York Partnership has also  recognised the role that the community safety partnership has in relation 

The information relating to each of the priorities has been directly taken from the JSIA to provide the basis for why this priority has been chosen.

Based on the JSIA 2014, the revised priorities identified for Safer York Partnership are as follows:

Each year, North Yorkshire Police produce a Joint Strategic Intelligence Assessment (JSIA) compiled using information gathered from all 

responsible authorities, wider partners and the community.  The JSIA is a comprehensive document that highlights initiatives and projects that have 

been developed through Safer York Partnership’s delivery groups, reports on performance in relation to crime and anti-social behaviour and makes 

recommendations to inform the strategic priorities of the partnership that are the basis of this community safety plan.

·        Prevent

·        Reducing the harm caused by alcohol through the delivery of the York Alcohol Strategy

·        Reducing victims of crime

·        Protecting vulnerable people including Children, Child Sexual Exploitation, Domestic Abuse 

·        Reducing victims of anti-social behaviour

Safer York Bi-Annual Performance Report 
Covering information available to June 2016-17
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2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 Polarity DoT

CSP13 NYP Recorded ASB Calls for Service 9421 9306 8997 Up is Bad Good

New Cases recorded by ASB Hub 

(from Feb 2015)
NC 416 1173 Neutral Neutral

Of Which Cases categorised as: 

Nuisance
NC 178 455 Neutral Neutral

Of Which Cases categorised as: 

Personal
NC 71 124 Neutral Neutral

Of Which Cases categorised as: 

Environmental
NC 80 269 Neutral Neutral

Of Which Cases categorised as: 

Other
NC 87 325 Neutral Neutral

ASBH04
Cases Closed by ASB Hub within 

Period - Resolved
NC 248 699 Neutral Neutral

ASBH05
Cases Closed by ASB Hub within 

Period - Unresolved
NC 6 52 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP24
Number of Alcohol related ASB 

incidents
2347 1852 1749 Up is Bad Good

CSP28
Number of Incidents of ASB within 

the city centre ARZ
2301 2576 2305 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP29a
Number of Incidents of ASB within 

the CIZ
1530 1808 1518 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP29b
Number of Incidents of Alcohol 

Related ASB within the CIZ
- - - Up is Bad Neutral

CSP27
Number of Incidents of Violent Crime 

Within the ARZ
587 561 720 Up is Bad Bad

ASBH01

Safer York Bi Annual Perfromance Report - ASB/Communities
No of Indicators = 16 | Direction of Travel (DoT) shows the trend of how an indicator is performing against its Polarity over time.
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Previous Years

•  Operation Safari (Violence and theft in the Night Time Economy) continues to run alongside Operation Erase (Saturday day-time 

alcohol-related ASB chaired by Superintendent Adam Thomson)

• NYP report that Friday nights are generally quieter than Saturdays 

• NYP has distributed feedback forms to licensees to seek their views on weekend activity and the support they receive from NYP 

• CYC Licensing committee have recently met to discuss restrictions on venue opening hours.  A consultation is ongoing until 22nd June 

with emergency services, licensees, businesses and residents 

• Licensees continue to promote the new Code of Conduct – no large groups, no bad language, no inappropriate fancy dress etc 

• The Alcohol Diversion Programme continues to receive referrals.  NYP is to ensure that officers including Custody staff are aware of 

the scheme 

• 4 underage test purchase alcohol sales took place during April half-term.  One premise was given a 48 hour closure notice 

• Pub Watch monthly meetings continue.  A Pub Watch app is to be launched in the near future 

• Street Angels are currently recruiting new staff and are utilising the electric hook-up in St. Helen’s Square.  Volunteers report that 

Fridays are now very quiet compared to Saturdays, particularly mid-month.  The scheme receives good support from door staff as well as 

requests for assistance with their customers 

• The Night Church at Spurriergate is still active once a month as a place for rest and recuperation.  A representative is to attend the 

next AVANTE meeting 

• The student Nightsafe scheme continues to run.  It has recently been restructured and is now working to capacity. Volunteers are 

working closely with York Hospital Emergency Department 

Operation ERASE: 

• Number of multi-agency Days of Action Planned through the season.  March. – August: 26th March, 30th April, 28th May, 18th June, 

30th July, 13th August, involving, BTP, Train Operating Companies, NYP and CYC Licensing, Neighbourhood Enforcement Team 

• Temporary ticket barrier to be deployed at the station on the above.  In between Virgin staff to carry out random checks. Dry Trains to 

run every 4 weeks. ‘Had Enough? – We Have Too’ campaign to continue to run

• The Anti Social Behaviour Officer’s had 51 live cases at the end of May 2016, which has remained unchanged since the previous 

month.  

• The Hub are due to set up a self neglect task group, working closely with colleagues in Adult Safeguarding, because of the increasing 

number of these cases that the Hub are dealing with.  We are also looking at working with Housing to produce a Hoarding Policy to 

tackle these cases in a consistent and sympathetic manner, while being aware of the increased risks for the local community 

• Noise Action Week (23rd to 28th May).  The team contributed to national Noise Action Week by issuing a Tweet a Day regarding noise 

advice and interesting facts, an interview in Buzz, the staff magazine and a high profile noise equipment seizure accompanied by York 

Press. The team were one of the organisations who received particular thanks from the Noise Action Week organisers for their 

contribution 

• Graffiti: Graffiti removal private land.  The team are now working with Community Payback to remove graffiti on private land, once the 

resident has signed a disclaimer.  SYP provided funding for Community Payback for a new jet wash and paint to assist with provision of 

this service 

Comments on Latest Figures
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Comments on Latest Figures

CSP29
Number of Incidents of Violent crime 

within the CIZ
496 465 587 Up is Bad Bad

CSP35
Number of interventions implemented 

under the new legislation (by type)
N/A N/A - Up is Good Neutral

CSP36
Number of Community Triggers 

raised
N/A N/A - Up is Good Neutral

FLT01 Number of fly-tipping investigations 1322 1381 1558 Neutral Neutral

• Operation Tasca, 24th March – illegal disposal and transportation of waste. The team worked with NYP (Road Policing Group, Safer 

Neighbourhood Teams and Hub officers), City of York Council, DVSA, HMRC and Veritau to deliver this operation.  There were three 

elements of the operation: a static check point at Hazel Court to check for fraudulent use of household waste permits by businesses, stop 

and search operation with the Road Policing Group and covert patrols of known fly-tipping hotspots.  43 vehicles were stopped at Hazel 

Court suspected of misusing residential permits, 6 waste carriers were stopped at the roadside, 4 Scrap Metal dealers were stopped at 

the roadside, 18 Waste Information notices were served, 12 follow-up visits were made to properties.

•  Operation Safari (Violence and theft in the Night Time Economy) continues to run alongside Operation Erase (Saturday day-time 

alcohol-related ASB chaired by Superintendent Adam Thomson)

• NYP report that Friday nights are generally quieter than Saturdays 

• NYP has distributed feedback forms to licensees to seek their views on weekend activity and the support they receive from NYP 

• CYC Licensing committee have recently met to discuss restrictions on venue opening hours.  A consultation is ongoing until 22nd June 

with emergency services, licensees, businesses and residents 

• Licensees continue to promote the new Code of Conduct – no large groups, no bad language, no inappropriate fancy dress etc 

• The Alcohol Diversion Programme continues to receive referrals.  NYP is to ensure that officers including Custody staff are aware of 

the scheme 

• 4 underage test purchase alcohol sales took place during April half-term.  One premise was given a 48 hour closure notice 

• Pub Watch monthly meetings continue.  A Pub Watch app is to be launched in the near future 

• Street Angels are currently recruiting new staff and are utilising the electric hook-up in St. Helen’s Square.  Volunteers report that 

Fridays are now very quiet compared to Saturdays, particularly mid-month.  The scheme receives good support from door staff as well as 

requests for assistance with their customers 

• The Night Church at Spurriergate is still active once a month as a place for rest and recuperation.  A representative is to attend the 

next AVANTE meeting 

• The student Nightsafe scheme continues to run.  It has recently been restructured and is now working to capacity. Volunteers are 

working closely with York Hospital Emergency Department 

Operation ERASE: 

• Number of multi-agency Days of Action Planned through the season.  March. – August: 26th March, 30th April, 28th May, 18th June, 

30th July, 13th August, involving, BTP, Train Operating Companies, NYP and CYC Licensing, Neighbourhood Enforcement Team 

• Temporary ticket barrier to be deployed at the station on the above.  In between Virgin staff to carry out random checks. Dry Trains to 

run every 4 weeks. ‘Had Enough? – We Have Too’ campaign to continue to run

• The council granted the second Public Space Protection Order (PSPO) in May, which will ban dogs from Holgate Dock.  We are also 

looking at PSPO’s to tackle general ASB for both Acomb Green and West Bank Park, these are due to be heard in June

• In April the Council working with NYP and the council’s agent seized 9 horses from council owned land.  None of these horses 

have been returned as the claimants could not claim ownership.  Several of these horses have been re-homed

• Issue of Community Protection Notices (CPN) from 1st April 2016 – 31st May 2016.  17 CPN warnings and 3 Notices have been 

issued for a wide range of antisocial behaviour including: odour from cannabis, condition of gardens and buildings, ASB associated with 

drug dealing at a property, shouting abusive words, dog faeces, dogs straying and attacking animals, nuisance buskers

•Illegal Encampments: A protocol is currently being drafted to clarify when the NEO team or NYP will take a lead on enforcement action 

in these cases.  A number of illegal encampments have been enforced by the Neighbourhood Enforcement team in recent months.  With 

the agreement of the organisations, the team provided and charged for provision of enforcement services for Holiday Inn and the 

University of York when both were affected by encampments

• A staged approach to enforcement of nuisance city centre sellers (e.g. Gag Mags) has been developed with NYP and CYC Trading 

Standards.  A Day of Action involving NYP Hub officers was held on Saturday 28th May.  To date, regular engagement with the sellers 

appears to have had an impact and those sellers who in the past have used the most aggressive sales tactics appear to have changed 

their behaviour.   To date, no official enforcement action has been necessary
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Previous Years

Comments on Latest Figures

FLT02
Number of warning letters issued (Fly-

tipping & Business Waste Disposal)
147 284 151 Neutral Neutral

FLT03
Number of statutory notices issued 

(Business Waste Disposal)
23 26 43 Neutral Neutral

FLT05
Number of duty of care inspections 

carried out (Business visits)
39 26 36 Neutral Neutral

• Operation Trivium.  A follow-up half-day stop and search operation was held with NYP Roads Policing Group on Friday 3rd June. 4 

stops were made and FPNs/cautions issued for offences including:  lack of waste carriers licence, lack of records, lack of scrap metal 

dealers permit. Officers were filmed as part of a Channel 5 series featuring NYP

•Waste Strategy / Student Waste Campaign: The NEO team have worked with Waste Strategy, both universities and British Heart 

Foundation to coordinate waste collection arrangements for the end of the academic year when students leave rented properties.  The 

aim is to avoid waste offences and untidy neighbourhoods and to encourage recycling wherever possible.  British Heart Foundation have 

provided additional recycling points across the City in key areas, printed 1800 leaflets designed by the NEO team and provided 1800 

collection bags.  Leaflets and bags will be delivered to the main student areas (Fishergate, Hull Road and the Groves) w/c 13th June with 

the help of Waste Strategy, the ECO team and volunteers from the University of York. The leaflets inform students of an additional waste 

collection taking place on the final weekend of student tenancies which is June 25, as well as providing information regarding alternative 

ways of dealing with their end of term waste. The NEO team will be on hand during the day to assist the collection. The team have 

support from both universities and CYC Waste Strategy on social media coverage during this campaign

• Waste presentation enforcement – Leeman Road and Clifton terraces. The NEO teams have developed campaigns focussed on the 

above areas, both historically hotspot areas for waste presentation offences and are following the required staged enforcement process 

regarding waste presentation offences. From the start of the Leeman Road campaign on the 23rd February, the NEOs have served 59 

Notices, 12 Warning Letters, 4 Notices of Intent (to 2 addresses) and  2 FPN’s, with 1 additional FPN due to be served.  A review 

meeting is due to be held to determine future direction of work in Leeman Road
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CSP51
Number of Reports of Domestic 

Abuse Incidents reported to NYP
2823 2745 2858 Up is Bad Neutral

DOMV4
Number of domestic violence 

incidents where children present
516 660 730 Neutral Neutral

DOMV4a
% of domestic violence incidents 

where children present
18% 24% 26% Up is Bad Bad

CSP48
Number of referrals to Early 

Intervention Worker
88 101 - Neutral Neutral

CSP45 Number of practitioners trained 23 31 - Up is Good Neutral

CSP52 Number of forum meetings held 2 3 - Up is Good Neutral

Safer York Bi Annual Perfromance Report - Vulnerability
No of Indicators = 14 | Direction of Travel (DoT) shows the trend of how an indicator is performing against its Polarity over time.
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Previous Years

Latest Domestic Abuse Forum, held on the 6th May 2016.

The issue of not having a local Action plan was addressed at the Forum.

The Next Domestic Abuse Forum will be held on the 9th September 2016.

Comments on Latest Figures

The Early Intervention Programme (EIP) is a service that picks up cases of domestic abuse at the earliest level and with the intention 

to engage before they become high risk.  It doesn’t replace the normal IDVA and Outreach services as it focuses on Standard and 

Medium risk cases that will not consent to a referral for specialist support.  It can also include cases that are coming to the attention of 

local police, other than via a 253.

The project started in May and has received 13 referrals to date. 

Of these 13 referrals:

• 6  referrals are closed following a variety of outcomes ranging from not requiring a service , needs satisfied in some other way , referral 

to another service better suited such as Lifeline, CMHS etc

• 7 referrals open requiring further assessment , referral to the Outreach service or unable to contact

MAPPA/ MARAC briefings to continue with two further sessions booked in July and October 2016.

IDAS have been commissioned to run Training by workforce development

• Making Safe: The Making Safe Protocol has been refreshed by the York and North Yorkshire Making Safe group. Referrals to Making 

Safe have increased significantly in the first quarter with 17 referrals already being managed by Foundation.

• VDAP (Voluntary Domestic Abuse Programme): The priority of VDAP is the development and maintenance of healthy intimate 

relationships. It outlines key elements of a positive male role model and explores the values, attitudes and skills that reflect this. VDAP 

also recognises the importance of lifestyle choices and more general relationships i.e. with peers, professionals etc. It considers the 

impacts that these choices have on relationships with partners and children. 

Nominations from York have been sent through to CRC  to test demand and pilot at this stage.

• Positive Steps: Positive steps has concluded, however, the Domestic abuse coordinator is continuing to monitor the families that 

attended this Pilot. The last data submitted and checked is as follows:

• 22 referrals submitted in total (two groups) of which 18 Accepted 

• 14 men attended the programme  and 14 Victims engaged with the process 

• 1st Group data reports NO reported incidents since July 2015 and the 2nd group will be updated at the next board

New Project Work: 

•  Working with YACRO , Police and IDAS  looking at Victims of Domestic Abuse who are involved in ‘’Off Street Prostitution’’ and 

identifying offenders who are targeting identified victims. 

• A new project is being developed by YACRO to look at Sex workers due to start at the end of June 2016. Improving intelligence , 

working relationships and protection of potential victims being trafficked , using prostitution for drug supply.

• Domestic Violence Disclosure (January -April 2016)

• 15- Domestic Violence Disclosure Requests, of which 11 Disclosures were made

•  of these: 7 - Right to Know,  4 -Right to Ask,  4 - Inappropriate request  

• Domestic Violence Protection Orders granted (January - April 2016)

• 5 DVPO’s served. Breaches of this order have been between 14 days and 6 weeks prison.
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Comments on Latest Figures

TF2-A01

Number of Troubled Families 

(Families identified with 2 or more 

headline criteria)

- 52 500 Up is Good Good

TF2-A01i
Number of Troubled Families On-

Programme (New for 2016/17)
Nc NC - Up is Good

TF2-A02
% of Troubled Families who have 

achieved an outcome
NC 0 0 Up is Good Neutral

TF2-F01i

Number of Troubled Families not 

achieving outcomes because of 

parents and children involved in 

crime or anti-social behaviour

NC NC - Up is Bad Neutral

TF2-F05i

Number of Troubled Families not 

achieving outcomes because of 

domestic violence and abuse

NC NC - Up is Bad Neutral

CSP23
Hate Crimes or Incidents as 

Recorded by NYP
98 108 141 Up is Bad Bad

Levels of Hate crime have slightly increased on last year due to rises in both racila and homophobic incidents. 2/3rds of the Hate 

Crime/Incidents that are reported are of a "racial" nature with the other 1/3rd made up of a variety of disabilaity, religous, homophobic and 

sexual orientation incidents.

Updates of Activity within the ASB & Communities section
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All Crime 11380 10807 12015 Up is Bad Neutral

All Crime per 1000 population 51.19 47.46 50.93 Up is Bad Neutral

Benchmark - National Data - - Tbc - -

CSP10 Burglary of a Non-Dwelling 699 620 777 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP12 Criminal damage (excl. 59) 1632 1389 1612 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP03 Domestic burglary (incl. attempts) 560 446 448 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP15
Overall Violence (Violence Against 

Person Def.)
1938 2130 2513 Up is Bad Bad

CSP19 Shoplifting 1575 1494 1401 Up is Bad Good

CSP04 Theft from a vehicle (incl. attempts) 699 469 548 Up is Bad Neutral

CSP40 Theft from person 243 258 209 Up is Bad Good

CSP11
Theft or unauthorised taking of a 

cycle
1010 782 1066 Up is Bad Neutral

Safer York Bi Annual Perfromance Report - Crime Prevention
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CSP01

Comments on Latest Figures

Overall Levels of Crime

• Year End data for 2015/16 shows that total crime in York is 11% higher than 2014/15, with total levels of crime reverting back to those 

of 2012/13. Going into 2016/17, figures show that York is on trend with how it commenced the beginning of the 2015/16 statistical year. 

In April 2016, there were a reported 989 crimes for the York region.

• Significant increases were seen in 2015/16 in the violent crime, criminal damage and the theft of a cycle arenas. April 2016 figures 

indicate that we are on trend with the start of the last statistical year in these 3 areas. Year End data for 2015/16 shows that levels of 

domestic burglary remained in line with previous years, whilst both the total level of shoplifting and theft from a person decreased slightly 

compared to previous years. 

Violent Crime

• Year End data for 2015/16 showed significant increases compared to the previous year for violent crime with 2513 violent crimes 

recorded in 2015/16. This is 18% greater than the number reported during 2014/15. Violent crime covers a wide range of offences, from 

minor assaults such as pushing and shoving that result in no physical harm, threats to kill, harassment, through to serious incidents 

involving grievous bodily harm, wounding and homicide.

York Business Against Crime

• There are now 74 retail members and 73 evening venue members of the scheme and monthly retailer briefing meetings are now being 

held in the city, Acomb and Monks Cross. The SentrySIS intranet system for sharing photographs and intelligence on known offenders 

has recently been upgraded and functionality has improved.

• The YBAC Board are currently considering whether to split the YBAC package for retailers to offer a radio only or intranet only option, 

given that some retailers have no wifi access and others do not use the radio but are keen to receive intelligence. There are currently 10 

persistent and prolific offenders included in the Exclusion Orders scheme.  YBAC are exploring the possibility of issuing injunctions to 

those who breach the orders. The YBAC coordinator has been asked to sit on the Board of Yorkshire and Humber Partners Against 

Crime (YHPAC), the regional business crime partnership
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